A two-level algorithm for unstructured meshes with a coarse-space size independent rate of convergence is developed based on polynomial smoothing of prolongators given by unknowns aggregation. A coarse level is generated algebraically using a system of possibly large subdomains. Numerical experiments confirm the theory and demonstrate that the method performs well also on a general class of problems.
I. Introduction
In this contribution a two-level method with H/h-independent rate of convergence is suggested. Presented contribution is a draft of a paper I-5]. The main idea of the method is the polynomial smoothing of a prolongation. Such a technique enables to construct a coarse space which is properly accommodated to the smoother with a polynomial linear part. In some sense this method is related to the Schur type domain decomposition with a coarse grid. In essence the Schur type domain decomposition is based on the reducing of energy by problem reduction to interfaces and of establishing a proper coarse space. The fact that the energy of the reduced problem is weak enables to prove slight dependence of the rate of convergence on the ratio H/h. Polynomial smoothing of prolongations can be interpreted as reducing of energy of the discrete problem, too. The two-level method with smoothed prolongations can be understood as the regular TGM applied to a polynomial in the stiffness matrix A. Roughly speaking we are avoiding expensive manipulations with the Schur complement by cheaper treatment with Tchebyshev-like polynomials. Moreover typical estimates of the rate of convergence of domain decomposition are in terms of log (H/h) while the rate of convergence of the proposed method is H/h-independent.
Throughout the paper c, C denote generic constants independent of H/h.
Problem formulation and the two-level algorithm
In this section the problem is formulated and some well-known results about the two-level algorithm are recalled. Let f2 be a polygonal domain in ~2 with a boundary t3f2. Let us consider a variational problem: find u e H~(I2) such that
where a(., .) ~ l" 12,1~) is a symmetric bilinear form in Hol(t2),f is a bounded linear functional in Hi(f2). Let us suppose that a quasiuniform triangulation zh = { Ti } (h is a characteristic meshsize of %) of the domain f2 is given. Let Vh denote the corresponding piecewise linear finite element space with constrained boundary degrees of freedom (i.e., Vh c H~(f2)). We are interested in the solution of a discrete variational problem: find u ~ Vh such that Let us note that the consistence condition assures the solution ,,~ = A-lb is a fix point of 6e(., b). The algorithm of the two-level method is following: Algorithm 2.1. Given Xo, the iteration step xi+ 1 = TGM(xi, b) will be given by:
It is well-known that the linear part of Algorithm 2.1 is of the form S (I -p(rAp)-irA) .
Coarsening strategy
Let us recall that the domain f2 and the quasiuniform triangulation zh of 1"2 are given. We will cover 12 by an auxiliary square grid of a gridsize H so that no node of Zh is on lines of the grid. Clealry f2 is divided into a system of subdomains I21. Let us denote this system by 9. Let us suppose that each f2t contains at least one node from z,. Each subdomain f2t ~ 9 will be represented by one degree of freedom on a coarse level. Let m be the number of the subdomains, i.e., m = 191.
An auxiliary prolongation operator p: •m -* R. will be defined using the following matrix:
10 if the /th node of zh is in f2j, Pij = otherwise. where to ---~.
Remark 3.1. The special choice of co is needed for the convergence analysis.
The new prolongation operator Pk will be defined by the formula
where Po = P. As usual the restriction operator rk will be the transpose of Pk. The corresponding coarse level matrix A~, is equal to
From the point of view of convergence it is desirable for k to be as large as possible. However it is evident the fill-in of A[ increases with increasing k. Neverthless if we choose k sufficiently small the patterns of rAp and rkApk are the same. Now a problem will be discussed how large k can be in order to keep the patterns of rAp and rkApk the same. At first let us determine the stencil of rAp. Let Stepup phase. Iteration phase. In Algorithm 2.1 we use p = Pi, 5e is the smoother with the linear part P~. For this algorithm the following rate of convergence can be proved in [5] :
. There exists an (H/h)-independent constant C such that
It is possible to show [5] that choosing H ,~ h 3/4 the complexity of nested dissection is n 1125 and the choice H ~ h ~/5 yields the complexity n 1'2 for Choleski decomposition.
Numerical experiments
The efficiency of the algorithm is demonstrated by two experiments below. In Experiment 4.2 (planar elasticity on highly unstructured mesh) the standard block approach (see e.g., [9, Section 5.1]) has been used in order to handle the vector problem with two degrees of freedom per node. The system of subdomains has been generated by graph Algorithm 2 in I-9] (with the parameter = 0) used 2 times to get sufficiently large subdomains. Both experiments were performed on an IBM TS-6000/360 with 128 MBytes of memory. The residual was measured in the/2-norm. The rate of convergence is computed as an average reduction of/2-norm of the residual per iteration. 
